Fitwel & Awair Omni
Using Awair Omni to Create a Successful
Fitwel IAQ Policy

Under the Indoor Environments component of Fitwel v2.1, all property types (Multi-Tenant
Base Building, Multi-Tenant Whole Building, Single Tenant Building, Commercial Interior
Space, Multifamily Residential, and Retail) are required to implement an indoor air quality
monitoring policy (6.3), conduct regular IAQ testing (6.4), and regularly share test results
with building occupants via a digital platform or other communication medium (6.5).
Below, we’ve outlined what each imperative entails and how Awair Omni can help you
achieve these requirements.
6.3 Establish and implement an indoor air quality (IAQ) Policy
This requirement entails creating standards and guidelines to maintain optimal indoor air
quality. Awair Omni can be mentioned in your IAQ policy as the means by which you’ll monitor
indoor pollutants and troubleshoot air quality issues.
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Learn More About Creating an IAQ Policy Fit for Fitwel
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6.4 Conduct regular IAQ testing
This section requires teams to conduct indoor air quality testing or continuous
monitoring for PM2.5, total VOCs (TVOC), carbon dioxide (CO2), carbon
monoxide (CO), and formaldehyde. Awair Omni can be used to provide
continuous air quality data for PM2.5, total VOCs, and CO2. As a RESET
certified device, Awair Omni can also be used to achieve RESET Air Certification
(an alternative compliance path).
6.5 Regularly share IAQ Results with building occupants
The Awair Omni Dashboard makes it easy to share air quality data with
building occupants. In the Omni Dashboard, you can invite location
members to access air quality data for their location and create automated
notifications to alert building occupants when air pollution reaches
unhealthy levels. With our White Label Dashboard offering, you can add
your company logo to the Dashboard portal and email communication
to provide tenants with an end-to-end branded experience.

Getting Started
Interested in learning more about Awair Omni? Visit our website for more
information or contact us to discuss how to implement a continuous air quality
monitoring solution as part of your next project.
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Have specific questions about Fitwel certification requirements?
Get in touch with a Fitwel representative to learn more about specific
program criteria, compliance pathways, and reporting standards.
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